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Anglo-Saxon anthropology in Morocco: evaluating Gellner’s
segmentary theory

Mohammed Masbah*

Mohammed V University, Rabat, Morocco

The 1960s and 1970s presented fertile soil for a number of anthropological theories
in Morocco. Those theories tried to offer explanatory paradigms for societies that
had just shaken off colonization, especially in Anglo-Saxon studies. Segmentary
theory, as part of this tradition, should be understood within the dichotomy of
continuity and rupture in theoretical contributions on Morocco; its roots derive
from both Khaldunian and colonial thought. Ernest Gellner’s work on the Saints
of the Atlas (1969) is considered among the most interesting studies that applied
segmentary theory to understand Moroccan society in the post-independence era.
In fact, much criticism has been levelled at this theory from different researchers
such as Jacque Berque, Paul Pascon, Abdelkbir Khatibi, Abdellah Hammoudi,
Abdellah Laroui and Mokhtar Harras, among others. Criticism mainly focused
on the ideological and ethnocentric background that frames the frozen starting
arguments of the segmentary approach. It maintains that ‘pre-capitalist’ societies
were static, had no history and could not produce but social orders and
intellectual and economic institutions that exalt loyalty to community and the
authority of customs and ancestry, while they lacked power centralization, would
reproduce themselves routinely and statically as well as diminish the prospects
of social change. This paper criticizes Gellner’s segmentary theory for neglecting
the role of kinship and blood ties, social stratification and chiefship,
marginalizing socio-historical dynamics, and the overemphasizing of the pacific
role of religion and saints.

Keywords: anthropology; Morocco; segmentary theory; Ernest Gellner

Introduction

Science evolves with criticism. Theories, as attempts at understanding and explaining,
present frameworks to analyse people, society and nature, in a way that allows organiz-
ing knowledge in theoretical forms conducive to a more structured understanding than
the common sense that shared knowledge produces. As well, scientific knowledge
relates to two critical factors, namely, history and geography. So, it should be under-
stood within the limits of both the historical and the geographical contexts wherein a
given theory was brought about. This means understanding the objective conditions
that made such knowledge possible in such circumstances, or what Foucauldian phil-
osophy calls ‘the episteme’, and that is what this article will try to uncover in anthro-
pological studies of post-colonial Morocco.

The 1960s and 1970s presented fertile soil to plant a number of anthropological the-
ories in Morocco. Those theories tried to offer explanatory paradigms for societies that
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had just shaken off colonization – for which they were named developing/Third World
countries, especially in Anglo-Saxon studies. Theoretically, those studies claimed to set
up a ‘rupture’ from colonial theories both in being not directly related to colonial
devices as well as in occurring at a later stage. Yet, legitimate questions remain: has
Anglo-Saxon anthropology abandoned the segmentary gaze that colonial sociology
promoted? And, has it drawn a clear cut from its earlier arguments to construct more
precise and objective knowledge?

True, it is easy to locate colonial studies in time; but the approach differs with
Anglo-Saxon ones, since the latter still maintain their presence up till today, though
at varying degrees. Put differently, they are more prone to distinction in their topical
issues, developed theories and major intellectual trends than in chronological succes-
sion. The latter allows the formation of an integrated vision on the Anglo-Saxon anthro-
pological tradition in Morocco, added to the objective conditions whereby a certain
science formed at a particular historical moment, or what can be described as the ‘his-
toriography’ of Anglo-Saxon anthropology in Morocco.

Trends of current Anglo-Saxon anthropology on Morocco1

From a comparative standpoint, some sociologists, anthropologists, historians – and
geographers at times – have utilized theoretical frameworks that developed in different
contexts to examine Maghreb societies, though the initial contexts and Maghreb
societies share only few key features (Bensalem 2007). Furthermore, segmentarity,
mode of production and similar late 19th-century European sociology concepts have
been adopted. That is why it is hardly possible to assert that post-colonial theories
have totally abolished their supremacist gaze towards other communities, though –

unlike colonial studies – they were not triggered by political agendas or direct conflict
with the colonized peoples. Nevertheless, both underpin a Euro-centrist viewpoint.

In addition, Anglo-Saxon studies tackled a number of key issues, particularly reli-
gious beliefs, political regime and social stratification besides social, economic and pol-
itical relations. Diversity in anthropological research trends on Morocco is reflected in
the ready-made theoretical and analytical frameworks, conceptual tools and research
methods applied.

For a deeper understanding of how Anglo-Saxon work contributed to the study of
Moroccan society, it is suggested that the main theoretical trends are organized into pat-
terns, transcending the reductionist view that focuses on reading certain studies. In this
regard, Anglo-Saxon anthropology on Morocco incorporates four theoretical trends, as
suggests by Et-Tibari Bouasla.2 The four trends are flexible, and share analytical simi-
larities and discrepancies.

Dynamic anthropology

A main characteristic for which pioneers of this trend are recognized is their focus on
modes of social action, both in urban or in rural milieus, added to allocating paramount
importance to socio-economic structures. The affinity they share is the dynamic
approach that casts light on social relations, structured and wild roles as well as cultural
stratifications (Bouasla 1988). This model tried to foreground the dynamic aspect of
tribal communities in Morocco by highlighting the long-term alterations that tribal
structures witnessed and changes in the relations that bond socio-economic
components.
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Dynamic anthropology in Morocco focused on a number of topical issues, the tribal
order more particularly, via re-evaluating some of the arguments put forward by the
segmentary model, and revealing its explanatory limitations. It equally demonstrated
interest in kinship relations and their economic influence (production and exchange),
and how economic activities relate to cultural frameworks. As well, dynamic anthropol-
ogy concentrated on interactions between city and country dwellers, men and women,
and the relations, conduct and representations that result therein. Finally, dynamic
anthropology studied social history, marabouts and religious rituals.

Interpretive anthropology

The second trend aims at analysing the socio-cultural structures that determine the
social order and the changes it undergoes. The main focus of the supporters of this
trend is individuals rather than communities, by revealing their worldview, the
system of notions they carry, added to the cultural and symbolic loads they conceptu-
alize and realize social relations through. Interpretive anthropological analysis starts
from individuals as social actors, and considers them a key bridge to an advanced
understanding of Moroccan society; for individual conceptualizations direct the
social act and the shapes it takes in traditional systems (Bouasla 1988). Interpretive
anthropology also dealt with a plethora of issues such as social and cultural relations,
the relationship between knowledge and authority, the economy, inter alia.

Two American researchers have led this trend, namely, Clifford Geertz and Dale
Eickelman. The first tried to understand the nature of Moroccan social order and
master its change mechanisms starting from the individuals, their cultural notions of
existence and their social relations. Therefore, his emphasis on the study of religious
beliefs and the rituals they incorporate can open doors for understanding the social
order, or societal system as a whole, in Morocco (Mondib 2006).

Eickelman (2009), on his part, attempted to draw attention to the link between auth-
ority and knowledge by investigating the changing role Islamic schooling witnessed in
Morocco, changes in Moroccan elites, and the impact of the changes on qualitative
capitals (symbolic and material alike) in Moroccan society as a whole. He based his
work on studying the biography of a judge in the town of Bzou in Bejjaad region.

The model of political economy

According to Bouasla, the model of political economy is still in progress, meaning that
scientific accumulation under its umbrella is still insignificant if compared with other
models. This approach depends on the analysis of the structural factors behind the
social, economic and political relations.

The segmentary model

The volume and rigor of studies as well as the valuable additions to Moroccan anthro-
pology assert the key role that the segmentary model has played in Anglo-Saxon
anthropology in Morocco. That is why it seriously deserves more attention than
other models, especially as this article tries to revisit segmentarity in Anglo-Saxon
anthropological studies in Morocco.

The segmentary model has benefitted from previous trends and built on their
research. The model’s thesis starts from and integrates previous theories to explain
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Moroccan society and the nature of the social relations that govern it. At a later phase it
criticizes and transcends them. Thus, the segmentary model should be understood
within the dichotomy of continuity and rupture in theoretical contributions onMorocco.

Consequently, it is inescapable that the previous Anglo-Saxon anthropological lit-
erature that revolved around tribal structures in Morocco has to be reviewed. This will
help demarcate the segmentary approach within the context of scientific production on
the Maghreb. The purpose of the following section is to detail that scientific interaction,
especially as it manifests in Khaldūnian and colonial thought.

Khaldūnian and colonial pedigree of the segmentary model

Researchers disagree upon the intellectual roots of the segmentary approach. Some date
it back to Ibn Khaldūn’s theory of history, which considers blood ties as its engine.
Others take Emile Durkheim as the pioneer of the segmentary argument towards
North African societies, while colonial researchers followed his tradition. In his
seminal book The Division of Social Work (1893), Durkheim develops a theory of
social structures starting from the concept of solidarity, and depending on a study of
Kabilya in Algeria. His main finding was the segmentary nature of the social that led
to a thorough balance in kinship lineages (Bouasla 1988).

Nevertheless, the influence of Ibn Khaldūn’s theory of blood ties as the engine of
history is undeniable.

Segmentarity, or the reductionist reading of Ibn Khaldūn

Ibn Khaldūn’s thought maintains tribalism as a blood-based social relation that begins
at the tribe as the threshold unit of social order and cultural melding and ends with
establishing the state as a political, military and economical entity.

To justify the tight holding and longitudinal possession of coercion and authority,
two factors are made to work: ‘tribal lineage’ and ‘religious call’. The first forms the
sociological basis, while the second is the ideology that surfaces upon it. Ibn
Khaldūn grounds his argument upon the idea that ‘religious tendencies are washed
by competition and envy inherent in lineage supporters and their monolithic definition
of what is right’. Thus, religion is a bond that transcends the nerve accompanying the
segmentary structure and moulds it into a more holistic unity. Religion, in this sense,
becomes an impetus for stability, integrity and solidarity.

Departure from the form of rural civilization – as a relationship with the environ-
ment, a way of life, and production and cultural structure – to the model of urban
living – as a different mode characterized by it unique social, economic and cultural
traits – has direct repercussions on the state, reign and on tribalism itself. Social and
political reproduction pushes the leading elite to forsake their sociological basis, aggra-
vated by an increase in the amounts of consumerism, extravagance, fortune and exploi-
tation, which accelerates its termination.

Another tribal lineage surges here in competition. It initiates from the tribe to
conquer the state in a circular, repetitive movement of history. Segmentarity adopts
such logic when it considers that idiosyncratic mechanisms reproduce themselves in
a monotonous, hollow movement.

This introduction of some elements in the Khaldūnian theory shows how influential
it was on the segmentary model put forward by Ernst Gellner. In other words, Gellner
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sets comparisons and correspondences between segmentarity and human construction
theory. In this respect, he says that:

in the schema of Ibn Khaldūn, there is first and foremost the local coherent society, and the
rural, simple and naïve that is able of self-governance, whereby its members’ strong
loyalty to one another combines with their integration in the local community via the pas-
toral, simple, inexperienced world wherein no central authority exists.

(Gellner 2000, 80)

Yet, his treatment of the Khaldūnian theory, it seems, is superficial and selective.
Most of the time he deprives it of the historical and cultural context in which it saw
light, given that the period and circumstances when Ibn Khaldūn wrote his Introduction
were critical in the history of the Arab andMuslim nation. It was an era of crisis, charac-
terized by decadence, declining conditions and wars. Ibn Khaldūn lived such an atmos-
phere and witnessed the political, constructional, economic and civilizational
alterations that Arab constituents underwent, as well as the dismantling of Islamic
societies into statelets, mamluks and factions. He also perceived the weaknesses of
the Almohade and Marinide dynasties and their inability to maintain the integrity of
the country. The circumstances mentioned contradicted with Ibn Khaldūn’s ambi-
tion/dream to live in a central empire that can contain different lineages in a wider alle-
giance. However, the circumstances the Arab Muslim nation underwent influenced
some of the ideas he clearly promoted. As a result, he amplified the aspects of fragmen-
tation and segmentation at the expense of the dynamic factors the Arab Muslim nation
undertook, which can be regarded as a limitation that tarnishes his objective judgment
of the conditions he saw and a curb to his explanatory horizons.

The plight aggravated when segmentarity supporters who followed him seized and
promoted his radical viewpoint on fragmentation in Arab societies, especially when he
used such concepts as tribalism, decentralization, and the conflict between urban and
rural citizens, or the struggle between the tribe and the state.

Colonialism and segmentarity: continuity or rupture?

As mentioned above, the segmentary model does not start from scratch. It is an outcome
of intellectual accumulation of two main previous resources: the theory of Ibn Khaldūn,
discussed above, and colonial sociology, from which the segmentary approach derives.
Consequently, it becomes legitimate to ask whether the segmentary model functions as
a rupture from colonial sociology or, rather, perpetuates its practices.

Even though the segmentary approach has tried to be more scientific and objective
in terms of the hypotheses posited and the fieldwork conducted, it is difficult to talk
about a splitting rupture between the two. This relies on a number of considerations.

First, gurus of Anglo-Saxon anthropology in Morocco republished Robert
Montagne’s Berbers and the Makhzen in English translation (Montagne 1930, 1973).
Even though this remark alone is not enough proof of the influence of colonialism,
what is intriguing is that they used some of its ideas to build their arguments, and reu-
tilized some colonial statements such as the dichotomies of the Makhzen (or central
authority) and Siba (or chaos or margin), customs or Islamic rule, the regime or dis-
order. They also limited the Maghreb social dynamics to stability and reproduction,
economic and technical recession, lack of specialization, inefficient division of work,
the collective aspect, omnipresence of mechanical solidarity, as well as the absence
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of individuals and personal property, etc. In fact, this is a sheer replication of colonial
sociology ideas, as some of its pioneers and their notions will be discussed.

Michaux Bellaire, a pioneer in colonial research, divided sociology in Morocco into
three: the sociology of the Makhzen, the sociology of the Islamic law and the sociology
of customs. He prioritized the sociology of customs because it helped study Berber
tribes that refused the Makhzen as a political authority and religious reference. He
rejected the official explanation that is based on Islamic backgrounds, which urged
him to dig into the pre-Islamic period in Morocco to prove the continuous impact of
pre-Islamic paganism on Moroccan society (Bellaire 1927). In effect, he set up the
general analytical framework for analyses that occurred later, without diminishing
the colonial influence. Though the colonial background shrank gradually with the
end of the colonial era, it continued to pop up in the collective subconscious of
Western social sciences.

As for Montagne, he managed to elaborate a theory that is more coherent and cohe-
sive, and better able to dovetail empirical data and historical events. He came up with
the theory of Al- Laf (or lapping), to be explained as follows: bipolarity exits within
each tribe and between competing tribes. This polarity compels allegiances that
occur at a level higher than the tribal order; that is, tribal unions.

Nevertheless, Montagne’s work carried with it the starting points of colonial soci-
ology such as the contradiction between the Makhzen and Siba, or despotism and
democracy. He maintained the idea of tribal democracy or what he called ‘tribal repub-
lics’ that defend their independence from the central authority and undermine any link
to authoritarianism or tyranny that the Makhzen incarnates, according to Montagne.
Moreover, Montagne believes that the tribal social order, which vanished from
Europe at the onset of the Roman Empire, was to be rediscovered in the High Atlas
Mountains. It is a social order that depends on collective ownership, agriculture and
the spirit of democracy (Laroui 1993).

Those colonial studies presented Berber Man in a static image, relying on fixed
stereotypes. The sociology of customs assigns given social and psychological traits
to the Berber, such as ‘chivalry’, ‘bravery’, ‘love of pleasures’ and ‘violence and fero-
city’. All Berbers, according to the officer and orientalist Jostinar, are ‘infatuated to
their freedom’, ‘do not trust the promises of the monarchs’, and ‘surrender to the
will of Allah and tolerate what strikes them’ (Hammoudi 2000). Such democracy,
still within the colonial framework, is the same structure that relates to the psychologi-
cal and racial characteristics of the Berber, which is, at the same time, an objective need.
Put differently, it is an answer to an ecological, economic and technical situation. In all
cases, it does not have any ideological or intellectual dimension (Boutaleb 2002).

Added to that, Hanoteau and Letourneux pinpointed ‘the row conflicts, the evol-
ution of individual and family tendencies via a series of alliances conducive to a
total between dispute groups and tribes’, in addition to mentioning the key role that
saints play to mediate for peace and solve quarrels (Harras 1989).

Despite all that has been said, it would be an adventure to claim that the segmentary
approach simply duplicates Ibn Khaldūn’s theory or colonial sociology, though a
number of researchers have deeply criticized this theory, which will be highlighted
below. The segmentary model does not mechanically reproduce the arguments put
forward by colonial studies, despite the presence of shared affinities – some of
which are mentioned above. Although the theory of segmentarity has benefitted from
the work of Ibn Khaldūn and the colonial evidence, it nevertheless tried distance
itself from them – or even transcend both. In his career, Gellner tried to go beyond
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Montagne’s thesis of systematic discrepancy between feudalism (despotism) that the
Makhzen represents, and democracy, manifested in Berber tribes. Gellner equally
attempted to exact the Al-Laf theory by focusing on the religious dimension and the
role of saints. He also abandoned the colonial claim that links Berber religiosity to
pre-Islamic pagan beliefs while marginalizing the religious power of the sultan. On
the contrary, Gellner’s added value resides in unearthing the role of religion in tribal
life, which creates the need in this article to accentuate his valuable contribution to
Anglo-Saxon sociology.

Gellner and the segmentary model

Gellner’s work on the Atlas saints is considered among the most interesting studies that
applied the segmentary model to understand Moroccan society in the post-indepen-
dence era (the 1960s and 1970s). In fact, much criticism has been levelled at the seg-
mentary model in Morocco from different researchers such as Jacque Berque, Paul
Pascon, Abdelkbir Khatibi, Abdellah Hammoudi, Abdellah Laroui and Mokhtar
Harras, among others. Criticism mainly focused on the ideological and ethnocentric
background that frames the frozen starting arguments of the segmentary approach. It
maintains that ‘pre-capitalist’ societies were static, had no history and could not
produce but social orders and intellectual and economic institutions that exalt loyalty
to community and the authority of customs and ancestry, while they lacked power cen-
tralization, would reproduce themselves routinely and statically, as well as diminish the
prospects of social change.

Who is Gellner?

To understand Gellner’s theory, an introduction of the psychological, intellectual and
political factors that influenced his interest in anthropology, as a scientific specializ-
ation, and Morocco, as a geographical and cultural frame, is necessary.

Ernst Gellner was born in Paris in 1925 to an intellectual, urban, German-speaking
family of Jewish roots. His father was a lawyer; while he spent his early years in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, where he attended primary school. At the age of 13, with the rise of
Nazi Germany, he escaped with his family to the town of St Albans north of
London. Due to his outstanding records at school, he received a grant to go to the Uni-
versity of Oxford where he studied philosophy, politics and economics, though he
stopped for a year to join the Czech Army during the Second World War.3

Gellner successfully accomplished his university studies in 1947. In the same year,
he started giving lectures at the University of Edinburgh in the Faculty of Philosophy
and Ethics as an Assistant Professor to John McMorray. In 1949, he moved to London
to teach sociology, and then philosophy, logic and scientific thought at the London
School of Economics (LSE). He spent 22 years there as a lecturer before moving to
the University of Cambridge to teach social anthropology for eight years. Finally, he
was appointed to lead a new centre for the study of ‘ethnicity’ in Prague.

Gellner is one of the most prolific researchers in the 20th century. He excelled in a
number of intellectual fields including sociology, history, anthropology and philos-
ophy. He contributed to the study of Islam and nationalism, in addition to other
similar issues like ‘modernization’, which he considered key within his career. As
well, Gellner critiqued the theories he considered exclusivist such as communism, rela-
tivity and psychoanalysis.
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Gellner’s interest in anthropology was sparked at LSE. In an interview with John
Davis, a researcher, he says:

I wanted to find out more about the real world. […] When I came to LSE it was quite an
ideal place in which to observe the social sciences, and I fairly quickly came to the con-
clusion that social anthropology was the most interesting, and certainly also the one to
which I was temperamentally the most suited. […] The thing about anthropology was a
combination of a contact with reality, interesting ideas, and a community of scholars pro-
ducing comparable work and taking notice of each other.

(Davis 1991, 64)

Gellner got to know Morocco as part of the will to discover the Muslim world. So,
he tried to understand the Muslim world via countries like Morocco where he preferred
to start. In addition to the strategic drive of understanding the Muslim world, Gellner
liked mountaineering. His interest in the Atlas Mountains combined his ethnographic
research with the hobby of mountain climbing. He went there about eight times, the
longest among them being for six months (Davis 1991).

Gellner’s main thesis in anthropology

Individual factors played a key role in raising Gellner’s interest in anthropology gener-
ally, and in Morocco as part of the Muslim world. Yet, other reasons contributed vividly
to the development of his theory, manifested in the intellectual and cultural environ-
ment within the trends of Anglo-Saxon anthropology, especially in Britain where
Evans-Pritchard’s theory on the Nuer tribes and the segmentary model he evolved
was highly influential on most anthropologists in Britain – including Gellner.

The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology pinpoints that fact that Gellner’s anthro-
pological discoveries started with his Saints of the Atlas (1969). It is a study of Berbers
in Morocco and their thought system wherein he defends the constructs that shape the
Berber worldview which rests on refusing the institutional structures that the Moroccan
central state maintained, and substituting them with a social order that stems from local
beliefs (Rodanthi 2007).

Saints of the Atlas is a field study conducted in the Ait Atta tribe in the High Middle
Atlas Mountain region. The writer tried to answer a focal question: How is security
maintained within these tribes in the absence of the central state? He ‘viewed the
answer to lie in the segmentary nature of those tribes, and the role that “sublime
lineages” did’ (Gellner 2007). It looks from the analyses that the writer presents that
he was preoccupied by the problem of ‘modernizing’ Third World societies. He
could not adhere to the demands of objectivity all over the dimensions of the study
because he falls prey to a ready-made theoretical framework (segmentarity) which he
tried to apply literally to Morocco, without stopping at the deep changes that post-inde-
pendence Morocco witnessed. This is exemplified principally in the contradiction he
puts forward between the Berber regions, or what colonial literature referred to as
Siba, and the Makhzen – or central state. The dichotomy presented opposes two prac-
tices, allocating positive traits to the first and tarnishing the second as negative. This
bipolarity incorporates the duality of anarchy/order, writing/no writing, pre-science/
science, non-cognitive/cognitive, custom/Islamic law, saints/scholars, peace/violence,
and weakness/power, which permitted simplistic arguments and awful intellectual alle-
giances to characterize his theory.
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Political authority and the roles of religion in the Moroccan countryside

Gellner’s study of the political authority and the roles of religion in the Moroccan coun-
tryside can be taken from the main chapter in his Saints of the Atlas in which he put the
segmentary model into practice (Gellner 1969).

Gellner falsified the assumptions that society comprised a coherent unity free of
contradictions, or that it is formed of a homogeneous aggregate of conceptions about
the world. He equally holds that every society has a number of alternatives to resort
to in times of need. Principally, they conceal because the standard model refuses
them as ‘heresy or misconduct’, but, at times, they lurk and are hidden with great
caution because revealing them can ‘curb all beliefs and absolute values’ (Gellner
1970).

The role of ulemas (religious scholars) in Muslim societies invigorates with the
need to preserve the standard value system and refute the ‘hidden alternatives’ that
contain ‘heresy’. For Gellner, scholars play a decisive role in Muslim societies with
regard to the functions they hold, which manifest mainly in explaining the value
system to believers, monopolizing the production of religious discourse in addition
to the political consultative role that bestows significant political–religious authority
on them. Thus, they become ‘the people of release and bonding [of key decisions]’,
meaning those who ensure legitimacy and to whom its matters return (Gellner 1970).

Furthermore, for Gellner, political legitimacy in Islam depends on three main instru-
ments: the Holy Koran – explained by the Sunnah; agreement majority; and hereditary
basis. Yet, according to Gellner, the power that ulemas have in fact serves to legitimize
an existing authority, not to judge whether it should rise or not, because, in the end, they
are obliged to recommend the one who gets authority via the power of weapons.

As such, two challenges occur in front of them. The first concerns their political
function. Since they lack any executive power that would allow them to take
decisions, they have no tools or institutions to determine the nature of the political
system to exist, to name or to dethrone of the actual political authority. So, they
succumb to the will of reality and try to legitimize it. The second challenge relates
to their social function, due to their inability to meet the needs of all members of
society, which curbs power and limits their ability to influence society. This is
related to the general structure of society because considerable numbers of society
members prefer the world of Sufism.

A key factor in this regard is the absence of written materials in tribal communities
because of the ubiquity of illiteracy, which creates a tense relationship with the Holy
Koran as the primary source of political legitimacy. As a result, focus shifts towards
the third instrument that depends on sacred ancestry as a substitute to the authority
of ulemas in an illiterate society whereby written stuff does not exist. As a result,
city dwellers – more accustomed to written culture – consider tribesmen to be evil
and/or rogue. The latter actually know and admit such judgments, but it does not rele-
gate them outside the Muslim nation (Gellner 1970).

What does segmentarity mean?

The main concern of this general theoretical introduction has been to explain the nature
of the relationship between society and the class of the educated/scholars, or, in other
words, between the urban society that is, according to Gellner, marked by learning/lit-
eracy/rationality and the rural society that is characterized by illiteracy/orality/
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irrationality. As a sequel to that, Gellner delves into his target community, the Ait Atta
tribes in the High Middle Atlas, a society to which he attributes a segmentary nature.

Segmentarity means, according to the Gellnerian definition, that every tribe divides
into branches which, in turn, subdivide into parts till subdivisions reach the level of
family units. The distribution of sections is even at all levels of segmentation, and
no economic or political difference exits in the division of work. As well, no institutions
or specialized political groups exist within the branches. In this sense, the structure of
the tribe, if viewed panoramically, seems like a tree structure: it subdivides and ramifies
without having any original trunk because all branches are equal. From the standpoint
of every individual or family, each one of them form a centre around which a number of
centralized circles revolve: a lineage within a district, the district within a larger com-
munity of local lineages, the local lineage within a larger circle of districts, the latter
within a tribe, and so forth (Gellner 1970).

Segmentary societies are characterized by the absence of institutions to monopolize
power. The chief in such societies is appointed annually, following an electoral system
that allows sharing authorities and banning aggregating them in one fist, as it is the case
with the central state that adhered to the principle of loyalty to the sultan and the inheri-
tance of power generation after generation in a rigid mode. Instead, political power in
segmentary societies respects what Gellner describes as the principle of ‘rotation and
complementarity’ whereby every lineage nominates a candidate, while other polling
lineages vote for or against him. The chosen one cannot be re-elected, except in rare
cases.

Even in the stateless tribal context, communities and segments live in social stab-
ility, which answers the main question that Gellner started from in his monograph.
For Gellner, the reason for this stability – despite tribal differences – lies in the
absence a centralized government and its likely a monopoly and practice of material
and symbolic violence. Chiefs own no means or apparatus for coercion or punishment.
Rather, to maintain social control, they depend on moral pressure that the public
opinion exercises, in addition to the common mechanisms of in-segmentary societies
mobilized by one group’s feeling of anger and humiliation from another (Gellner 1970).

Another distinctive feature of these societies, as Gellner explained, is the absence of
social stratification, which prevents despotism and authoritarianism. That is why the
model of the Ait Atta tribes astonished Gellner, especially when he described their
social system as reaching a high level of perfection and integrality wherein it approxi-
mately resembled the ideal model of segmentary societies elsewhere.

As a sequel to delving into political power in segmentary societies and how to
manage violence between tribal lineages in the absence of a centralized government
that utilizes state apparatuses to monitor violence and manage economic and political
affairs, Gellner moves on to discuss the role of saints. He stops at two key roles: the
political and the religious.

Saints possess a number of traits that differentiate them from chiefs. They are fewer
in number; their authority is life-long; they enjoy divine choice and are peaceful, unlike
the annually elected, constantly changing, man-chosen chiefs who manage daily pro-
blems and participate in wars. As such, saints represent the stable/holy/peaceful/con-
tinuous/quintessential while chiefs epitomize the variable/mundane/warrior/
discontinuous/accidental.

Thus, saints provide tribesmen with continuity and a stable framework that their
central government lacks. They practice politics their own way. The symbolic authority
they have can solve problems and disputes between lineages. They offer the place and
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ethical guarantee that allow disputing tribes to gather and elect chiefs, because the elec-
tion meeting takes place in the headquarters of the marabout near the shrine of the
tribe’s founding father, since quarrelling within the shrine and its surroundings trans-
gresses the sanctity of the location. As well, the saints supply the ethical wherewithal
for convincing and mediation that ends up with election results acceptable to everybody
(Gellner 1970).

Added to mediation and arbitration between lineages and tribes, marabouts and
saints perform other functions such as delimiting territorial boundaries and ascertaining
their stability, which would facilitate the manipulation of inter-tribal agreements and
the management of shepherding areas and how to benefit from them evenly. They
equally facilitated commercial relations, ascertained the passage of caravans, and
hosted them in shrines and marabouts.

Another important political–religious role that saints played was the integration of
the local society into the general Islamic system. They all enjoy noble kinship that
stems from being descendants of the Prophet Muhammad ( ) (Gellner 1970).
That is why saints, as an outcome of their noble kinship, were highly respected
and valued. Thus, their given tribes are not categorized as religiously rogue,
meaning that they are never deprived of their land nor fought against. In essence,
the role of saints was paramount in handling political strife whenever it occurred
between lineages and guaranteeing the continuity of tribal customs in the region.
Their godliness and virtue – or symbolic/religious authority – formed a terrain for
their influential intervention in controversial affairs, something that the elected
chief misses due to his limited authorities and inefficient policies in solving disputes
between lineages.

Even though the mode of religiosity that saints encourage differs from the standard
version that ulemas call for in urban areas, since they are in a better position to produce
‘right’ religious knowledge, their attempt is a syncretic one that amalgamates tribal
needs and the demands of belonging to the Muslim nation. This enables them at
once to ensure continuity within the Muslim system as well as distinction via the
model of local religiosity.

Yet, much criticism has been levelled at the segmentary thesis that Gellner adopted
to understand Moroccan society. Principally, a number of anthropologists tried to
demonstrate the limitations and pitfalls of the theory as an explanatory framework
for Moroccan society.

Critiquing segmentary theory

The strength of every theory stems from the amount of criticism it receives. Similar to
other schools, the theory of segmentarity, especially its arguments of kinship lineage
and sacredness, has been widely criticized by a number of writers, more particularly
Berque, Hammoudi and Khatibi (Boutaleb 2002). Certainly, the amount of criticism
levelled at the segmentary model varies from one researcher to another depending on
the anthropological schools to which they belong, as mentioned above. For instance,
Khatibi’s criticism was severe, given that the first considered segmentarity a mere
anthropological illusion, while the second regarded it a rectified version of racism.
Added to that, Laroui views it as a reformulation of earlier findings, part of which
still need investigation and lack proof. Thus, segmentarity is ‘a new term for Mon-
tame’s democracy, and periphery is a new name for historical reclusion that Berque
described. So it is a parasite’ (Laroui 2007).
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Against this radical current occurs a more moderate treatment of segmentarity.
Several researchers prefer not to reject it totally. They view that it still holds momen-
tum, or even accept that some of its elements are inescapable to understand the social
and political formulation of the tribe in Morocco. It is still influential in the restructuring
of the tribe and determining its relationship with its outer environment, according to
Harras who also maintains that ‘tribal life at its elementary levels is continuous till
today, despite the increasing intervention of the state apparatus, and despite the
absence of old tribal conflicts’ (Harras, 1989).

As well, the answer that Hammoudi came up with to Gellner’s Saints of the Atlas is
among the most pertinent criticisms that have addressed segmentarity and demonstrated
its shortcomings. Practically, Hammoudi conducted a field study in the same region,
dug into historical archives and documents besides oral narratives of dwellers in the
region, which allowed him to garner more information and gain in-depth precise knowl-
edge to bridge several gaps in Gellner’s thesis. He publicized his findings in an article in
the magazine Hepéris-Tamuda in 1974.

Critiquing Gellner’s thesis

Gellner’s theory on the saints of the Atlas is one of the Anglo-Saxon studies that have
been criticized by different researchers, both Moroccans andWesterners, in terms of the
approach he utilized or the findings he deduced. The criticisms Gellner’s work received
can be summarized in four core remarks.

The role of kinship and blood ties

The omnipresence of parental bonds in determining the tribe’s course is not a myth.
The same holds true for the role of kinship loyalties based on blood ties. Both are
genuine components of the segmentary system, and they seem unavoidable in the
analysis of tribal life. So far, relations of kinship, intermarriage, nepotism and tra-
ditional allegiances still frame a considerable share of rural man’s practices and rep-
resentations. Nevertheless, other variables intervene as well to shape the nature of
relationships among members of the same tribe, which the segmentary model
reduces to the infamous prejudice: ‘I am against my brother; my brother and I
are against my cousin; my brother, my cousin and I are against the others.’
Thus, economic and political factors play a significant role in the kind of relations
that connect tribe members, which has pushed Ahmed Lahlimi to reject the
common segmentary idea that tribes descend from the same grandfather. He
explains that by:

what provides the basis for group solidarity is not attachment to the same grandfather, but
rather the attempt to ensure the largest area to facilitate the economic activity of shepherd-
ing, and to ascertain more security with other tribal gatherings.

(Lahlimi 1971)

Furthermore, Hammoudi uncovers the presence of another phenomenon that seg-
mentation-adhering researchers neglected, which is the choice of the grandfather.
When a tribal district is concerned, it does not necessarily consist of segments that
share the same roots. This phenomenon is ubiquitous, and it takes place in circum-
stances of war, invasion or when people, for one reason or another, change their
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belonging in terms of pedigree or district or tribe, or at the geographical level when
groups evade from one region to another. In all cases, conquered or foreign groups
are merged in the lineage of the conquerors or the tribes that host or shield them
(Hammoudi 1974). The issue of foreigners was absent in Gellner’s analysis, especially
that a number of sociological and ethnographic studies have stressed how dynamic the
Moroccan population has been throughout history, and the ability of traditional groups
to integrate foreign ones. Hammoudi goes even deeper in when he solidifies his argu-
ments with examples from the Ait Atta tribes during the era of the Protectorate. Among
the apparent examples are these tribes’ control of the numerous oases in Deraa. They
even changed the names of the regions they had conquered in addition to altering
the names of the kinfolks they invaded. This phenomenon of adopting and integrating
the invaded groups into the culture of the invaders was common practice. Therefore,
Hammoudi considers the presence of a relationship of allegiance and subordination
between the invaders and the invaded, which amplifies the issue of social stratification,
though the stratification is neither edgy nor deniable, because the circumstances and
positions were conducive to more cohesion between groups. Hammoudi presents the
example of the contribution of ‘foreigners’ to doing tasks within groups, but they do
not enjoy the same privileges indigenous people have. So, lineage decides the role of
every member, determines their position in the circle of struggle, and tells the of respon-
sibilities to defend people and belongings (Hammoudi 1974).

Besides, Gellner too thinks that genealogy is selective, meaning that the tribe creates
the grandfathers it needs. So, believing in descending from one common grandfather is
generally imaginary, but it paves the way for group unity and feelings of integration,
and it strengthens cohesion. But, from an historical perspective, this concept is not
true because every single group is not independent by itself, as Hammoudi mentioned.
Add that lineages undergo the supervision of saints, scholars and marabout dwellers via
a transmission chain. So, genealogy, ‘even when it is imaginary, it follows a chronologi-
cal order, and tries to restore a history that is not the group’s alone, thus it supports
relations of subordination towards the outside world’ (Laroui 1993).

Social stratification and chiefship

Gellner advocates the thesis that segmentary societies lack the concept of a central auth-
ority, are founded on equality and hardly witnesses any fixed stratification. As a result,
when Gellner adhered to this theoretical framework, he was pushed to overlook the
existing social disparities and their influence on the political layout, something that
Hammoudi highlights when he relates stratification to the previous point of the role
of lineage in determining the social category that individuals and groups belong to.
This is reflected in the practical side while it is equally accentuated by the deep
remark showing that big families monopolize the right to nominate candidates for chief-
ship. The would-be chief had to demonstrate a number of features to be ‘chosen’ to lead
the Ait Atta tribe. Practically, he should be a progeny of a veteran family, which
necessitated that he would prove his ancestry that goes up to seven grandfathers. He
should also be generous with his money, show bravery and excel at fighting, which
means that lineage determines social stratification. Lineage is remembered when in
due time it has to bestow historical legitimacy on the existing disparity (Hammoudi
1974).

The most apparent example of social stratification is the saints themselves. Even
though Gellner considered that the saints guarantee stability and assimilate the existing
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inequality, he excludes them from the existing social system, meaning that he considers
them to be mere individuals who parallel the social structure. He does not necessarily
locate them inside the social structure that is characterized by some ranking and pyra-
midicalness that society recognizes, a fact that the situation in the Ait Atta tribes refutes,
and the division it gives to different existing social hierarchy, which includes three
social groups: Immazighen, Igorramen and Ihraden, separated by clear borders,
especially at the levels of marriage and alliance. Each of these categories performs a
number of burdens in a clear division of work between them. Accordingly, Ihraden
(the lower class) performed the activities of agriculture and ploughing, while Imma-
zighen maintained the responsibility of picknicking, which enjoyed some prestige.
They were also responsible for politics and war issues. Igorramen performed the
tasks of religion, writing, spreading Islamic law and legitimizing the political decisions
that the chiefs of common tribesmen take. All districts recognize this social hierarchy
that crosses the whole structure of segmentarity (Hammoudi 1974).

Marginalizing socio-historical dynamics

Another significant pitfall that mars the segmentary model is the withholding of a struc-
tural approach that utterly neglects history and social change, and presenting a static
view of the Maghrebi societies it studied because it focuses on aspects of reproduction.

It is difficult, then, to accept the way the segmentary model views social stratifica-
tion. It regards the tribe as an introvert structure independent from history. Still, the seg-
mentary model neglects the relationship between tribes and central government.
Instead, it is necessary to reconsider the role of political and historical factors in this
relationship. The intervention of the state at all levels of tribal organization is a
deeply rooted phenomenon in the history of Morocco, contrary to the colonial claim
of segmentary independence. The intervention took different forms depending on
differences in time, place, power relations, and material and symbolic interests
between the two parts. Sometimes, it would be a direct armed intervention, manifested
principally in the so-called ‘move’ or ‘district’ that used to be organized usually to curb
nascent uprisings, stop one tribe’s assault on another, or to impose regular tax-paying.
In other instances, it takes the form of religious, military, political or economic coalition
between some tribes and social powers (shrifs, guish tribes, marabouts, rural nobles,
urban elites, etc.). The can also be manifested in reviewing the geography of tribes
by merging, dividing or transferring them.

Actually, these internal and external dynamics or, put differently, the interaction
between the inside and outside systems result in key political, economic and cultural
changes, though it is totally disregarded by the structuralist viewpoint. The latter, at
the end of the day, does not consider but internal system relations. The anthropological
school that tried to apply segmentarity to Maghrebi societies started from the given idea
of their peripherality, and that their existence is based on contradiction and struggle
relations with central government. Thus, tribes locate on the margin of the Makhzen
– central – authority. Yet, Gellner does not reach the level of repeating the arguments
of colonial sociology that attempted to highlight the complete independence and utter
separation between two different socio-cultural entities, namely the central authority
(Makhzen) and countryside or Siba (marginal regions or chaos). That is why he
adheres to different arguments when he considers that political rather than cultural
reasons lie behind peripherality, because both powers rely on shared cultural Islamic
background. The sultan continuously represents a religious reference for the tribe,
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even during times of crisis or war whereby Islam is utilized as a tactical ideology to face
foreign threats. Both the marabout and the Makhzen are considered poles of recall.
They are simultaneously competing foes and coherent institutions, because they
share the same cultural background. Thus, the friction or struggle that may happen
between the chief and the sultan can be solved within the same religious ground.

As a result, the state’s role lies at the heart of social dynamics in Morocco, which
urged Laroui (1993) to consider that ‘few differences exist between Makhzen-related-
for-long tribes and other ones. The same tribal structure provides all with a certain level
of independence supervised by the Makhzen, which creates the impression of complete
tribal independence’, which presents again how limited segmentarity is in revealing
socio-historical dynamics. The data available reveal how big and influential socio-his-
torical dynamics were, unlike the static view that segmentarity portrays.

The role of religion and saints

Hammoudi discusses Gellner’s idea that saints were peaceful, that their role was limited
to reconciling tribes, since the glorified families of saints were deprived of arms, and
that:

shrines and tombs of patriarchs were meant for pilgrimage, whereby fighting was forbid-
den. For that reason warehouses are built, markets are held and passageways are paved
near them. This state of neutrality makes the saints above all struggle, and enables
them to arbitrate.

(Gellner 1970)

Hammoudi criticizes this idea that Gellner concluded his thesis on the saints of the
Atlas by digging into historical archive and oral narratives in the Ahensal Zaouia. He
stops at two stories that happened to two founding personalities in that marabout:

The oral stories narrate the bloody fights that happened between Dada Said and Ait
Ouasser, which reveals that the onset of the zaouia was based on a violent incident. So,
the patriarch would resort to his followers to chase away and displace indigenous
tribes. The saints ally to common fighters to distribute booties. We are not facing an
exceptional case, because in other regions saints are not restricted to inciting followers
to conquer rebels, but they even participate in war practically.

(Hammoudi 1974)

Hammoudi goes much further when he talks about the foreign role of saints demon-
strated in their relationship with the central government and relations of loyalty they
established with the Makhzen. The sultan used to receive them, and their relationships
with the governor of Tadla were regular. Additionally, they did not seem clearly to
oppose the role that the sultan wanted them to play, that is to regain the loyalty of dis-
obedient tribes. They gratified his desire their own way, by mediating between the
Makhzen and the tribes (Hammoudi 1974). In this sense, the saints represented a func-
tional group that the Makhzen would employ in times of dire straits to reach results he
would be unable to get otherwise, due to the symbolic capital that the saints enjoyed, as
mentioned above.

These remarks apparently show Gellner’s exaggeration in describing the roles of
arbitration and mediation that the saints played by exploiting some religious legitimacy
elements such as noble origin and honour (baraka). Research in history, as mentioned
with Hammoudi above, has proven how shallow this claim is. Arbitration was not
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allocated to saints alone, but they rather shared the role with the Makhzen. The sultan is
considered a divine surrogate on earth and an offspring of the Prophet ( ). Thus, he
also maintains the role of arbitration and mediation between opponents because he is
situated above social disparities. This role is still maintained nowadays.

Conclusion

It is worth mentioning, in the end, that the segmentary theory, especially Gellner’s
thesis, falls within a cultural and intellectual context that dates back to Ibn Khaldūn
and colonial arguments, with some attempt to transcend them and observe and
analyse post-independence Morocco. The segmentarity also attempts to make an
insight on the relationship between religion and politics in the Arab world, especially
in regards to the current discussions on the role of religion in the public sphere; and it
may also help to understand how the Moroccan society created the mechanisms to
manage their relationship between religion and politics.
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Notes
1. This title is adapted from Bouasla (1988: 59–74).
2. A little change has been exerted on the four trends Bouasla presented by delaying the dis-

cussion of the segmentary model till the end in order to link it to the part that followed it.
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Gellner
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